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Before using the device for the first time
(or before starting with assembly),
please read instruction completely and keep it
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Münsingen

Important information and warnings:
Warning! To be used only under the direct supervision by an adult.
Warning! The packing is not part of the product and have to be disposed.
Keep plastic bags and films out of the reach of babies and young children – RISK OF SUFFOCATION!

Warning! Only use device on level ground with even and firm surfaces.
After longer or frequent use, check that the screws are tight and retighten if necessary.
Defective and worn parts should be replaced by original replacement parts immediately.
Protect item from damp and wet.
This device is meant for using from persons at the age of 5 up

Pedalo® Rondolo – the rolling wheel.
Once it is rolled, there are hardly any obstacles. Over rough and smooth it goes the way until the opponent player
catches it. Depending on strength and reaction time the distance between the players is individually chosen. With
Pedalo® Rondolo it is the same like playing with balls – children are fascinated, they always run after and have a lot
of fun with it.
Further game variants play alone, with a friend or in groups:
• Target shooting on skittles.
• Analogous to ball sports score with the wheel. Ideal to use for team games.
• Run through diverse courses.
Put a wooden strip on the floor – Who succeeds in balancing the wheel over the line without the wheel touching
the floor?
• Drive off given forms, figures or letters. Use a chalk to paint some lines or pictures on the floor for example.
The Pedalo® Rondolo with high fun factor promotes quick reaction capabilities and dexterity. It is also suitable for
combination plays with original Pedalo® and other exercise equipment.
Specification:
2 vessels 93 cm (rod solid ash, fork birch multiplex); 1 wheel ø 22 cm birch wood

